We report the synthesis, the structural characterization, the ferroelectric behavior and the electronic properties of complex perovskite Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 . Samples of Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 were synthesized through the standard solid state reaction method. The crystalline structure was studied by means of X-ray diffraction experiments and Rietveld-like analysis. Results reveal that the material crystallizes in a rhomboidal structure, space group R-3 (#148), with cell parameter a=5.8038(7) Å. The ferroelectric response of material was established from curves of polarization as a function of applied electric field. Our results reveal that the double perovskite Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 has a ferroelectric hysteretic behavior at room temperature. The studies of the electronic structure show that Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 behaves as a nonmetallic material with gap energy 2.32 eV. The structural parameters obtained from energy minimization, through the Murnaghan equation state are 99.5% in agreement with the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Complex perovskites with formula A 2 BB'X 6 , where A represents an alkaline earth, B and B' are metal transition and X is the oxygen, have been studied because of their physical properties [1] , which depend on structural distortions and the characteristic properties of B and B' cations. This chemical configuration results in multiple opportunities to combine different elements of the periodic table, generating the possibility of synthesizing new materials that involve a larger gamma of physical properties. One well-known simple perovskite, which is well known because it exhibits a ferroelectric character, is BaTiO 3 [2] . Partial substitutions of Ti by the Zr cation have been done by other authors, showing the evolution of the electric behavior from a ferroelectric response, for low concentration of Zr, to a ferroelectric relaxor [3] and a dielectric behavior for high concentrations of Zr [4] . However, the position of the substitutive cations in the crystallographic cell of the material is not usually reported. Location of all ions in the lattice is important for inferring the possibility of obtaining spontaneous polarization, in order to give rise to ferroelectric behavior. In the case of polycrystalline samples, the ferroelectric behavior depends greatly on the grain size, because the effects of imperfection frequently dominate the ferroelectric response of small grains, where a significant fraction of the material volume may be influenced by grain boundaries. It is known that cationic disorder produces substantial changes of the ferroelectricity of complex perovskites [5] . The aim of this paper is to show the synthesis process for producing the double perovskite Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 ; to analyze the crystallographic single phase; to study the electronic structure; and, the most important objective of the study being to investigate the ferroelectric response of the material at room temperature. Our results reveal that Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 crystallizes in a rhomboidal double perovskite structure, which is a convenient lattice for determining the occurrence the ferroelectric character, observed by the occurrence of hysteretic curves of electric polarization as a function of variable applied fields.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS
Samples were synthesized by means of the solid state reaction recipe. The precursor powders BaCO 3 (Aldrich 99.9%), TiO 2 (Aldrich 99.99%) and ZrO 2 (Aldrich 99.99%) were stoichiometrically mixed according to the chemical formula Ba 2 ZrTiO 6 . The mixture was ground to form pellets of 9.55 mm diameter and 1.85 mm thickness. Then the material was annealed in a sequential thermal procedure at 850, 900, 950, 1000, 1100 and 1150 ºC for 144 hours, including five regrinding and pelletizing procedures to make six thermal steps of 24 hours each. An X-Ray diffraction (XRD) experiment was performed by means of a PW1710 diffractometer with λ CuKα =1.54064 Å. Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern was made by the GSAS code [6] . Electric polarization curves were obtained by means of a Radiant Ferroelectric Tester, which included a ±10 kV source for measurements in bulk-samples.
CALCULATION METHOD
We applied the Full-Potential Linear Augmented Plane Wave method (FP-LAPW) within the framework of the Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory (DFT) [1] , and adopted the Generalized Gradient (GGA) approximation for the exchange-correlation energy due to Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [7] . The selfconsistent process was developed using the numeric package Wien2k [8] . Taking the experimental unit cell data as input, the structures studied in this work were fully relaxed with respect to their lattice parameters and the internal degrees of freedom compatible with the space group symmetry of the crystal structure. The resulting energies versus volume functions have been fitted to the equation of state due to Murnaghan [9] in order to obtain the minimum energy value, the bulk modulus, its pressure derivative and the equilibrium lattice parameters and associated volume. The muffintin radiuses used were 2.40, 1.74, 2.14 and 1.53 for Ba, Ti, Zr and O respectively, angular momentum up to l = 10 inside the muffin-tin sphere, a maximum vector in the reciprocal space of Gmax =12.0, RMT*K max = 7.0, and a mesh of 800 points in the first Brillouin zone (equivalent to a maximum of 85 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone). Finally, the convergence criteria for the self-consistent calculation was 0.0001 Ry for the total energies, 0.0005 u.a. in the charge and 1.0 mRy/u.a. in the internal forces. The sequence of crystallization obtained by the thermal process, described in the experimental setup, for Ba 2 TiZrO 6 samples is shown in the diffraction patterns of Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 1 , the fourth thermal step, at 1000 ºC, evidences the perovskite phase of Ba 2 TiZrO 6 . However, some incipient peaks corresponding to impurities are observed close to 24 o . These impurities vanish after the last thermal treatment at 1150ºC. A rigorous Rietveld refinement from experimental data of the diffraction pattern reveals that crystallization of material occurs in a rhombohedral double perovskite, which belongs to the space group R-3 (#148).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The difference between simulated and experimental patterns is shown in Figure 2 . The lattice parameters obtained from the refinement process were a=5.803 (8) Å; primitive vectors angle α=59.9675
o . This result is ∼ 98.5% in agreement with the value supplied by the Structure Prediction Diagnostic Software [10] , which gives a=5.7177 Å.
In Figure 2 , the top plot represents experimental data, the middle plot is the simulated refined diffractogram, and the line at the bottom corresponds to the difference between experimental and simulated patterns. Atomic positions and occupancies of ions in the structure are shown in table 1. One important parameter in perovskite materials is the tolerance factor, which is related to the probability of the formation of octahedral coordination of B and B' cations with the oxygen anion. The tolerance factor calculated for Ba 2 TiZrO 6 material was 1.0312. This value, above 1.0, suggests the possibility of obtaining spontaneous polarizations from structural distortions that give rise to the ferroelectric character in the simple perovskite BaTiO 3 [11] , for example. Another important characteristic for the possible application of the material in ferroelectric devices is the response to high applied fields. In Figure 3 sequence of polarization for applied electric fields up to 22.5 kV/ cm is shown. As observed in Figure 3 , for the higher applied field we determine a saturation polarization of 0.175 µC/cm 2 , in a curve with a remnant polarization of 0.3125 µC/cm 2 and a coercive field of 12.0 kV/cm. These values are in agreement with strong ferroelectric materials of the BaTiO 3 family [12, 13] that evidence polarization saturation, remnant polarization and coercive fields, which are appropriate for technological applications in ferroelectric memories. The difference between the two minimums is less than the convergence parameter. The minimums for the energy as a function of volume were obtained by adjusting Murnaghan's state equation to the square points [9] . The rhombohedral structure obtained by both procedures, Rietveld refinement of diffraction patterns and theoretical minimization of energy by the DFT method, is shown in figure 5 . The DOS and band structure are calculated for the equilibrium configuration by using the lattice constant corresponding to the volume which minimizes the energy of the system.
The energy reference is selected to be the Fermi level in E=0. It is observed that the Ba 2 TiZrO 6 material presents a nonmetallic behavior with a direct energy gap of 2,32 eV at the Fermi level. Furthermore, a valence sub-band sited in the regime between -4 eV and the Fermi level is observed in Figure 6 , due to principal contributions of the 2s-O, 3d-Ti and 4d-Zr orbital, as corroborated in Figure 7 . A minority contribution of the 4s-Ti and 5s-Zr electrons is also observed. In the intermediate region of the conduction band, between 2,32 eV and 3,7 eV, the majority contribution is due to the 3d-Ti orbital. On the other hand, from 3,7 eV up to 4,71 eV a gap of forbidden energies, internal to the conduction band, is determined. Likewise, the 6s-Ba, 4d-Zr, 3d-Ti and 2p-O electron contributions give rise to the regime between 4,74 eV and 12,0 eV, with a small share of 4s-Ti, 5s-Zr and 2s-O orbitals.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we report the synthesis of polycrystalline Ba 2 TiZrO 6 double perovskite. The complete thermal process is seen through a sequence of diffraction patterns. Rietveld refinement reveals that a single crystallographic phase of rhombohedral perovskite was obtained, space group R-3 (#148), with lattice parameters a=5.803(8) Å. The tolerance factor was calculated to be 1.03. Measurements of polarization as a function of applied electric fields show a hysteretic behavior, which is characteristic of ferroelectric materials. Values of saturation and remnant polarization suggest that this material may be used for technological applications in devices for information storage. Lastly, calculations of band and electronic structure reveal the nonmetallic behavior of Ba 2 TiZrO 6 , with an energy gap of 2.32 eV and Bo=155.9553 GPa volume modulus.
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